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A Google view of high energy accelerators
Diamond

EMMA
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International research centre in construction in Jordan 
developed under the auspices of UNESCO and modelled on CERN 
to enable world-class research by scientists from across the Middle East 
- biology & medical sciences 
- materials & environmental science & physics 
- archaeology 
build bridges between diverse societies 
contribute to a culture of peace through international cooperation in science.   

https://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&t=h&msa=0&msid=100574363331995850370.000495f3c601139ebb21e&ll=31.052934,0&spn=163.748232,181.054688&z=2


Where we are going to go ....

https://www.google.com/maps/views/view/streetview/cern/cern-large-hadron-collider-tunnel/1Sw5-a2UInAAAAQJODm7LA?gl=us&heading=311&pitch=78&fovy=75


Medical imagery

http://www.clermontradiology.com/ct_scan.html

A CT (computerized tomography) scanner,  
or CAT (computerized axial tomography). 
  
x-ray machine plus detector, both rotating around the 
patient !
Kind of low energy particle physics fix target experiment !
Image reconstruction similar to what we do for beam  
property diagnosis

http://www.clermontradiology.com/ct_scan.html


Accelerators for cancer therapy

THE HEIDELBERG ION THERAPY (HIT) ACCELERATOR COMING 
INTO OPERATION 

D. Ondreka, U. Weinrich, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Abstract 
The Heidelberg Ion Therapy Facility (HIT) is the first 

dedicated proton and carbon therapy facility in Europe. It 
uses full three dimensional intensity controlled raster 
scanning (3D-scanning) as basic treatment technique. 
Commissioning of the accelerator with beam was 
successfully finished for three fixed beam places in April 
2008. Therefore, a library of 60000 combinations of beam 
properties (ion type, treatment place, energy, intensity, 
beam size) is now offered to the treatment technique 
teams preparing the treatment systems for the clinical use. 

The HIT facility also comprises a gantry with full 
scanning properties constituting the only carbon ion 
gantry worldwide. The gantry can be rotated by 360 
degree, so that the beam may be aimed at the patient from 
arbitrary directions. Commissioning with beam of the 
gantry was started in January 2008 when the first beams 
were transported successfully into the treatment room. 

The talk will report on experiences and results of the 
commissioning of the accelerator sections. It puts special 
emphasis on the subject of preparing the enormous 
variety of beam properties in an efficient and reliable way. 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 
Figure 1: Overview of the accelerator part. 

Figure 1 shows an overview of the HIT accelerator. The 
accelerator chain consists of two ion sources, an injector 
linac accelerating the ions to an energy of 7 MeV/u, 
followed by a compact synchrotron with a circumference 
of about 65 m. The beam is distributed by the high energy 
beam transport line (HEBT) to the four beam stations. 
Stations H1 and H2 are fixed horizontal beam stations for 
patient treatment. In station three the beam is guided 
along an isocentric gantry. The fixed beam station labeled 
QA is used for quality assurance, development and 
research activities. All places are fully equipped for a 3D 
rasterscan volume conformal irradiation. 

The synchrotron [1] is the key to the enormous variety 
of beam parameters provided by the HIT accelerator. Its 
maximum magnetic rigidity is 6.6 Tm, corresponding to 
carbon ions at 430 MeV/u. For both protons and carbon, 
the range of extraction energies covers penetration depths 
in water from 20 mm to 300 mm. The beam is extracted 
horizontally using 3rd order resonance extraction above 
Qh = 5/3 by RF noise excitation (KO extraction). The 
synchrotron RF is kept on during extraction to smoothen 
the spill micro structure. No chromaticity correction is 
done. The extraction time is fixed to 5 s, but extraction 
may be aborted earlier by the treatment system. The spill 
may be interrupted asynchronously up to five times, thus 
enabling the irradiation of disjoint tumor slices in a single 
acceleration cycle. Care has been taken to avoid magnetic 
memory effects: In the synchrotron, this is done by ending 
each cycle with a conditioning ramp; in the beam lines, all 
bending magnets are field controlled using hall probes. In 
this way, ion type and energy can be requested from the 
accelerator in arbitrary sequences. 

The commissioning of the HIT accelerator with beam 
started in 2006, when sources and injector linac were 
commissioned, followed by Synchrotron and HEBT in 
2007 and 2008. The first turn in the synchrotron was 
achieved on Feb. 7th 2007, the first beam in a treatment 
place was seen on Mar. 23rd 2007. Beam performance for 
protons and carbons had reached a level enabling patient 
treatment at the two fixed beam patient treatment places 
by Dec. 16th 2007, at the QA place by Apr. 1st 2008. 
Gantry commissioning started on Jan. 4th 2008, but had to 
be suspended due to severe technical problems [2]. GSI 
has handed over the accelerator on Apr. 30th 2008 to the 
company HIT GmbH responsible for operating the 
accelerator. Table 1 summarizes the library (LIBC) of 
about 60000 beam parameter set values now available for 
request by the treatment technique systems. 

Table 1: Beam parameter set values (LIBC) 

Parameter Steps Protons Carbon 

Energy 255 48 f 221 MeV/u 88 f 430 MeV/u 

Penetration 255 20 - 300 mm 20 - 300 mm 

Beam Size 4 8 f 20 mm 4 f 12 mm 

Intensity 10 8·107 - 2·109 1/s 2·106 - 8·107 1/s 

Ions / Spill 10 4·108 - 1·1010 1·107 - 4·108 

Place 3 H1, H2, QA H1, H2, QA 

PERFORMANCE 
In this section, we report on the beam performance of 

the HIT accelerator at the fixed beam places for carbon. 
Similar results hold for protons. We focus on the energy 
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High-school teachers 2014   M. Silari – Medical Physics 56 

National Centre for Oncological Hadrontherapy, CNAO, Pavia, Italy  
Ion sources LEBT components 

Injector linac 

Courtesy S. Rossi, CNAO 

Dipole magnets RF cavity Quadrupole magnets 





Electron Injection, Storage and Synchrotron Radiation Light Generation 
     in the Storage Ring ASTRID. (Credit: Coldvision Studio/ISA) 



SSRL - Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource  
  • Protein Crystallography at SLAC  
   (Credit: Juna Kurihara/SLAC) 



CERN accelerator complex overview

26 - 450 GeV/c

450 GeV /c – 7 TeV /c

50 MeV – 1.4 GeV

Chain/sequence of 
accelerators

1.4 GeV – 26 GeV/c



CERN accelerator complex overview

26 - 450 GeV/c 

C ~ 6 km

450 GeV/c – 7 TeV/c 

C ~ 27 km

50 MeV – 1.4 GeV 

C ~ 157 m

Chain/sequence of 
accelerators

1.4 GeV – 26 GeV/c 

C ~ 630 m

Questions: 

- why so many accelerators and  
not just the LHC? 

- why rings of increasing 
circumference? 

- why rings and linear accelerators? 

- how particles go from one  
 machine to the other?



Different approaches: fixed target vs collider

ECM = 2
!

Ebeam + mc
2
"

 ECM =
!

2 (Ebeammc2 + m2c4) <<

Fixed target Storage ring/collider

This usually is defined as √s 





All the ingredients are there:  we need high energy particles 
produced by large accelerators to study the matter constituents and 
their interactions laws. This also true for the LHC.  

Small detail... Bohr was not completely right, the “new” elementary 
particles are not elementary but mesons, namely formed by quarks



What’s the future ?

even better 
100 km? 

16 T ⇒ 100 TeV in 100 km 
20 T ⇒ 100 TeV in 800 km 



FCC-‐hh:	  100	  TeV	  pp	  collider

LHC	  
27	  km,	  8.33	  T	  
14	  TeV	  (c.m.)

FCC-‐hh	  (alternative)	  
80	  km,	  20	  T	  

100	  TeV	  (c.m.)

FCC-‐hh	  (baseline)	  
100	  km,	  16	  T	  
100	  TeV	  (c.m.)

“HE-‐LHC”	  
27	  km,	  20	  T	  
33	  TeV	  (c.m.)

Geneva

PS

SPS

LHC

L.	  Bottura	  
B.	  Strauss



CERN Circular Colliders + FCC

19

Constr. Physics LEP

Construction PhysicsProtoDesign LHC

Construction PhysicsDesign HL-LHC

PhysicsConstructionProtoDesignFuture Collider

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

20 years

from F. Zimmermann



… or back to the future

Images courtesy of the Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library 
and Cronin J (ed.) Fermi Remembered (University of Chicago Press, 2004)

By E. Fermi: “Preliminary design...8000 km, 20.000 gauss”  
for 1994

5000 TeV 
B=2 T    R = 8000 km



 The first electron-positron 250 MeV collider/storage ring,  
AdA (1960), built and operated at Frascati

First collisions in 1963	

Not for producing HEP data 
but to bring better understanding  
of beam dynamics

https://cas.web.cern.ch/cas/Baden/PDF/Bernardini.pdfAdA = Anello di Accumulazione

https://cas.web.cern.ch/cas/Baden/PDF/Bernardini.pdf


■ Deceleration of antiprotons from 5.3 MeV to 100 keV to improve efficiency of antimatter experiments 
■ Circumference 30.4 m  

■ Fits in available space in AD hall and allows installing all equipment without particular efforts 
■ Lowest average field (beam rigidity over average radius) Bρ/R = 94 G (smaller than for AD 115 G)

High sensitivity magnetic 
pick-up for Schottky diagnostic  

(intensity) and LLRF

Extraction towards existing experiments 
(with fast electrostatic deflector)

Wideband RF cavity

Scraper to measure 
emittances 

(destructive) 

Electron Cooler and 
compensation solenoids

Extraction towards new exp. zone

Injection with  
magnetic septum (≈300 mrad) 

and kicker (84 mrad)

Quadrupoles

Line from H- and proton  
source for commissioning

But in reality this is the next new machine… ELENA



ELENA in AD hall

AD

ELENA



Interlude: a brief recall of energy scales
• WARNING: for purists or non-experts: Energy, Masses and Momentum have different units, which 

turn to be the same since c (speed of light) is considered equal to one.	


• Energy[GeV], Momentum [GeV/c], Masses [GeV/c²]  
(Remember golden rule, E=mc² has to be true also for units...)	


• Just an as a rule of thumb: 0.511 MeV/c2 (electron mass) corresponds to about 9.109 10-31 kg  
 

An Example about energy scales: my cellular phone battery. 	

"
Voltage:  3.7  V  
Height:   4.5 cm 
proton mass ~ 1 GeV  
To accelerate an electron to an energy equivalent to a proton mass:  
 
1 GeV/3.7 eV = 270 270 270 batteries  
270 270 270 batteries * 0.045 m ~ 12 000 000 m  
 

12 000 000 m ~ THE EARTH DIAMETER

Obviously one has to find a smarter way to accelerate particles to high 
energies instead of piling up cellular phone batteries ....  



Why particle accelerators ?
• Why accelerators?: need to produce under controlled conditions HIGH INTENSITY, at a 

CHOSEN ENERGY particle beams of GIVEN PARTICLE SPECIES to do an EXPERIMENT"

• An experiment consists of studying the results of colliding particles either onto a fixed target 
or with another particle beam. 

The cosmos accelerates already particles more than the TeV!
While I am speaking about 66 109 particles/cm2/s are traversing your 
body, about 105 LHC-equivalent experiment done by cosmic rays"
With a space distribution too dispersed for today’s HEP physics! 

Cloud chamber, from YOUTUBE

M. Sapinski 15 

How high energy  
cosmic rays are generated? 

� Ultra-high energies:    1020 eV, LHC: 7·1012 eV 
   (Oh-my-God particle: 50 joules!) 
� Ultra-high energy cosmic rays are  
     produced via Fermi acceleration:  
     magnetic shock wave after supernova                       
     explosion 
 

Not useful for us: 
� large space required, 
� acceleration is isotropic 

LHC 
LHC 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkg5-qXJfRU

To accelerate particles, nature can count on exceptional phenomena

Like supernova explosions…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkg5-qXJfRU


Accelerators timeline: 
history of man-made accelerators



Cockroft-Walton. Old CERN proton pre-injector

High voltage unit composed  
by a multiple rectifier system

CERN: 750 kV



Walton

Accelerator

Experimental  
Hall



Main limitation 
Main limitation:	


electric discharge due to too high Voltage.  
Maximum limit: 1 MV 

Limit set by Paschen law:	

the breaking Voltage between two parallel 

electrodes depends only on the pressure of the 
gas between the electrodes and their distance 

Low pressure: gas not 
too dense, long mean 
a v e r a g e p a t h o f 
electrons

High pressure: dense 
g a s , l a r g e Vo l t a g e 
n e e d e d f o r g a s 
ionisation



Van De Graaf electrostatic generator (1928)
A rotating belt charges a top terminal up to the 
maximum voltage before sparking.  

Maximum accelerating Voltage: 10 MV	

"
Typical speed: 20 m/s	

Hight: 0.5 m	

Top terminal:  1 MV - 10 MV



Tandem
Application of  Van der Graaf generator 

a) Source of negative ions (150 keV)	

b) Van Der Graff column   (25 MV)	

c) Stripping foil	


change in charge	

d) Further re-acceleration  	

"
Everything in a pressurized vacuum tank

Current applications:	

"
a) Low energy injector for Ions	


Still in use at Brookeven (US) as injector for  
Cu and Au ions	


"
b) Compact system for “other uses”	


Dating of samples at Louvre.

Since negative and positive 
multicharge states are 
used, different energies 
can be obtained



Application of Louvre Tandem: composition of scribe eyes



  

http://accelconf.web.cern.ch/AccelConf/e02/TALKS/FRYGB001.pdf



 

  

http://accelconf.web.cern.ch/AccelConf/e02/TALKS/FRYGB001.pdf
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Abstract. Exploiting the anomalous behaviour of the atmospheric radiocarbon concentration in the years
after 1955 (so-called “Bomb Peak”), an alleged painting by Fernard Léger was unambiguously proven to
be a fake just by dating the canvas support. Some art historians had questioned the authenticity of the
painting, and their suspicions were fuelled by some scientific examinations of the paint materials (X-ray
radiography, SEM-EDS), compared to those of another work unquestionably attributed to Léger. The
decisive argument to prove that it was a fake was provided by the radiocarbon date obtained from a
sample of canvas of the painting, using Accelerator Mass Spectrometry at the INFN-Labec laboratory in
Florence. Beyond any doubt, the cotton plant from which the canvas was produced was cut no earlier than
1959, i.e. four years after Léger’s death, thus definitely confirming the concerns of a fake.

Introduction

One of the most important “ideal” assumptions, on which radiocarbon dating is based, is the constancy of 14C
concentration in the atmosphere over time. However, this is well known to be only an approximation, and changes
of the 14C atmospheric concentration have been carefully measured. This has allowed the radiocarbon community to
set up a calibration curve, which is used to correct the inaccuracy of the ideal assumption. This curve is periodically
updated including new data and, by now, it covers the period from about 50000 years ago [1] to present days. The
most recent times, i.e. the decades since the mid-1950s, have been characterized by very large variations of the
radiocarbon concentration, as a result of the massive nuclear tests in the atmosphere. In fact, during the late 1950s
and the early 1960s, testing nuclear weapons in the air caused the release of a large amount of neutrons, which in
turn resulted in a sudden increase of the production rate of 14C nuclei. The effect was roughly the doubling of the
radiocarbon concentration in the atmosphere (and in all living organisms in equilibrium with the atmosphere) in just
a short period of about ten years. The maximum value of 14C concentration was reached in 1963–1965. Afterwards,
the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty put an end to the nuclear tests in the atmosphere and the 14C concentration started to
decrease owing to the exchanges between the atmosphere itself and the other natural carbon reservoirs, first of all the
oceans, in which the excess radiocarbon progressively diluted. The behaviour of the radiocarbon concentration in these
years is so peculiar that the community typically refers to it by using the expression Bomb Peak [2]. The Bomb Peak
has found many applications thanks to the fact that it allows us to date samples with a very high precision, typically
of the order of one year, or few years at most, just owing to the large variations of 14C atmospheric concentration
from one year to another. This feature has been exploited in forensic sciences and in biology, to determine, e.g., the
year of death of humans [3], the cells turnover times [4], fakes and forgeries in archaeology [5] and food industry [6].

a e-mail: fedi@fi.infn.it
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Fig. 1. Contraste de formes, oil on canvas, 92 × 73 cm, Peggy Guggenheim Collection, Venice.

The possibility of using the Bomb Peak for contemporary art issues has been investigated as well. Recent measure-
ments performed on paper and canvas samples [7] have clearly shown that, although an accurate dating of an artwork
is not really feasible on this basis, the Bomb Peak can be used as a powerful tool to detect recent forgeries of artworks
claimed instead to have been manufactured in the first half of the 20th century or before.

Here we present a first application of the use of the radiocarbon Bomb Peak to unquestionably establish the
forgery of an artwork supposed to be realised by the French painter Fernand Léger (1881–1955) in 1913. The painting
is pertaining to the series of Contrastes de formes and belongs to the Peggy Guggenheim Collection in Venice (see
fig. 1).

The Contraste de formes of the Peggy Guggenheim Collection

This painting has been considered a part of the large series Contrastes de formes, painted by Léger in the period from
the late summer of 1913 to August 1914. It was bought by Peggy Guggenheim during the late 1960s, from the Berggruen
Gallery in San Francisco, on commission from the Galerie Louise Leiris in Paris. According to Maurice Jardot, one
of the directors of the Galerie Louise Leiris, the gallery had acquired the painting from Mr. G. Fourcade in 1966.
Further previous property transfers can be safely traced back to the second half of the 1950s. In the 1970s, however, as
Peggy Guggenheim herself remembered, the art critic and collector Douglas Cooper questioned the authenticity of the
painting, so that she decided to give it back to the Galerie Louise Leiris, also asking for a refund. Meanwhile, in 1975,
the Italian government inserted the Peggy Guggenheim Collection in the list of National Treasures, thus forbidding
the alienation of any artwork —including Contraste de formes— from the Venice collection. Since then, the painting
has not been exhibited anymore.

Following the first doubts concerning the authenticity of the painting, some scientific investigations have contributed
to add some clues about this issue and a comparison of the results has been carried out between this Contraste de
formes (indicated as PGC in the following) with another painting of the same series, definitely attributed to Léger,
the Contraste de formes (see fig. 2) owned by the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, New York (SRGF in the
following)1.

1 Scientific investigations were performed and kindly provided by Gillian McMillan, associate chief conservator SRGF, New
York.

Contraste de formes, Fernard Leger (?) 
Peggy Guggenheim Collection, Venice.
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Fig. 4. Calibration of the measured 14C concentration, (129.05±0.68) pMC: the radiocarbon concentration with its experimental
error (reported as 2 sigma with dotted lines) is projected onto the Bomb NH1 curve. The Bomb Peak data are taken from the
literature [2].

the first bath, the sample was soaked in a solution of ultra-pure water and acetone (1:1). In the second and third
bath, ultra-pure water was used. After drying the sample in oven under vacuum at 100 ◦C for 5 hours, the so-called
ABA (acid-basic-acid) protocol was applied to eliminate carbonates and humic traces. Finally, the cleaned and dried
sample was combusted and graphitised. Combustion was achieved using a CHN elemental analyser (Thermo FlashEA
1112), directly coupled to the graphitisation line where the CO2 from the sample was converted to solid C by reacting
with hydrogen, at a temperature of about 600 ◦C, in the presence of iron as a catalyst [8]. The obtained graphite was
pressed into a pellet to be then measured by Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS). Given the small mass of the
prepared sample (some hundreds of µg), AMS is the only technique allowing us to measure rare isotopes abundance
with an adequate sensitivity.

AMS measurements were performed at the dedicated beam line installed at the 3MV Tandetron accelerator
of INFN-LABEC in Florence [9]. The 14C/12C isotopic ratio measured in the unknown sample was corrected for
the background —estimated by measuring blank samples (nominally with no 14C)— and for isotopic fractionation,
evaluated by the 13C/12C ratio simultaneously measured in the accelerator beam line. Finally the 14C/12C isotopic
ratio was normalized by comparison to a set of standard samples (NIST Oxalic Acid II, 134.06 pMC —percent of
Modern Carbon), measured during the same batch of AMS runs.

Results and discussion

The data from AMS (14C concentration and isotopic fractionation δ13C) can be summarized as follows:

– 14C concentration = (129.05 ± 0.68) pMC;
– δ13C = −(24.70 ± 0.09)!.

The measured radiocarbon concentration is indeed conclusive in our case: any concentration larger than 100 pMC
is a clear indication that the organic component of the sample “died” after 1955, when the effects of the bomb
explosions started to increase atmospheric radiocarbon concentration, as already mentioned in the introduction. More
specifically, an estimate of the real age of the dated sample can be obtained by the comparison of the measured
radiocarbon concentration to the Bomb Peak calibration curve. In particular, we took for comparison the so-called
Bomb NH1 curve, where NH1 identifies the area from about 40 ◦N of latitude to the North Pole [2]. The application
of the simple intercept method can be adequate in this case (see fig. 4): three possible time intervals are identified at
95% confidence level:
– 1959;
– 1962;
– 1979-1980.

The latter time interval can be excluded, since in those years the painting already belonged to the Peggy Guggenheim
Collection. Thus, we can conclude that the canvas used by the painter was manufactured with plants cut either in
1959 or in 1962. 1959 is therefore a definite terminus post quem for the production of the painting, clearly indicating
that it cannot be an original artwork by Léger, who died in 1955.

Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) 
to measure rare isotopes abundance with 
3MV Tandetron accelerator of INFN-LABEC in 
Florence.

particle accelerator 



... by the way, one can also date French wine  
with isotopes



Matter constituents and interaction laws, the actors of our play

Gluons (8) 

Quarks

Mesons
Baryons Nuclei

Graviton ? Bosons 
(W,Z)

Atoms
Light
Chemistry
Electronics

Solar system
Galaxies
Black holes

Neutron decay
Beta radioactivity
Neutrino interactions
Burning of the sun

Strong

Photon

Gravitational Weak

The particle drawings are simple artistic representations

Electromagnetic

Tau

Muon

Electron

Tau
Neutrino

Muon
Neutrino

Electron
Neutrino
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0
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Strange
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Charm
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 each quark:   R,    B,    G   3 colours

Quarks
Electric Charge

Leptons
Electric Charge

We need enough energy to produce directly the different particles, at least their mass  

We need enough intensity (i.e. particle interactions) to produce enough particles	




Synergy between accelerators and particle physics

• First prove that the antiproton life time has to be comparable 
to the one of the protons (from CPT theorem) came from the 
ICE storage ring in 1978 (ICE does not exists anymore...) 	


• Antiproton lifetime before ICE experiment: 1.2 10^-4 s	


• About 240 antiprotons stored for 85 h, the final intensity of about 
80 antiprotons due to Coulomb scatting on residual gas. 	


• Estimated final lifetime: about 32 h in the rest frame.	


"

• This experiment also opened the era of the p-p collider  which 
required storage time of about 24 h. 

See Phys. Lett.  78B, 1 pag.174, you will find 2 nobel prices in the author list



History/Energy line vs discovery
Higgs and super-symmetry ?	

Or something else maybe

Obs: you can notice different particle species used in the different colliders	

electron-positrons and hadron colliders (either p-p as Tevratron, p-p as LHC)
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discover heavier and heavier particles or 
very rare processes
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The proper particle for the proper scope 
Electrons (and positrons) are (so far) point 

like particles: no internal structure	

"
"
"
"
"
"

The energy of the collider, namely two 
times the energy of the beam colliding is 
totally transferred into the collision	


"
"

Ecoll= Eb1+ Eb2= 2Eb = 200 GeV (LEP)

Protons (and antiprotons) are formed by 
quarks (uud) kept together by gluons	


"
"
"
"
"
"

The energy of each beam is carried by the 
proton constituents, and it is not the entire 
proton which collides, but one of his 
constituent 	


"
Ecoll (about 2 TeV at LHC) < 2 Eb (14 TeV)

Pros: the energy can be precisely tuned to 
scan for example, a mass region. 	


Precision measurement (LEP)  

Cons: above a certain energy is no more 
possible to use electrons because of too high 
synchrotron radiation 

Pros: with a single energy possible to scan 
different processes at different energies.	


Discovery machine (LHC)  

Cons: the energy available for the collision is 
lower than the accelerator energy 



P =
2c × E4

× r0

3ρ2 (m0 × c2)3

Power radiated per particle goes like:       4th power of the energy	

                                        (2nd power)-1 of the bending radius  
                                        (4th power) -1 of the particle mass 

particle classical radius

ρ particle bending radius

Synchrotron radiation

Energy lost per turn per particle due to synchrotron radiation:	

"

e-	
 ≈ some  GeV   (LEP)  

p ≈ some      keV    (LHC)	

"
We must protect the LHC coils even if energy per turn is so low

Radiation emitted by charged particles accelerated longitudinally and/or transversally

Power lost per m in dipole: some W	

Total radiated power per ring: some kW

Synchrotron radiation

Energy lost per turn per particle due to synchrotron radiation:

e-!  W(MeV) = 8.85 x 10-5 x E4(GeV)/!2(km)           " 2 GeV   (LEP)

p!  W(keV)  = 7.8 x 10-3 x E4(TeV)/!2(km)!             " 6 keV    (LHC)

We must protect the LHC coils even if energy per turn is so low

Radiation emitted by charged particles accelerated longitudinally and/or transversally

P =
2c × E4

× r0

3ρ2 (m0 × c2)3

Power radiated per particle goes like:           4th power of the energy
                                        (2nd power)-1 of the bending radius 
                                        (4th power) of the particle mass

r0 =
q
2

4πε0m0c
2

particle classical radius

! particle bending radius

Power lost per m in dipole: 0.206 W
Total radiated power per ring: 3.6 kW

Courtesy of NSLS, Brookhaven National Laboratory



300 MeV electron synchroton at the General Electric Co.  
at Schenectady, late 1940s.

synchroton light



Building Blocks of an accelerator

1) A particle source

2) An accelerating system

3) A series of guiding and storage devices

Everything under vacuum



How to get protons: duoplasmatron source
Protons are produced by the ionization of H2 

plasma enhanced by an electron beam

Back of the source

Hydrogen supply (one lasts for 6 months)

H2 inlet

Plasma chamber

Expansion cup

Electron cathode

Anode

To Linac

Proton exiting from the about 1 mm2 hole have a 
speed of 1.4 % c,   v ≈4000 km/s	

"
The SPACE SHUTTLE goes only up to 8 km/s



Source electrical scheme

INTERMEDIATE ELECTRODE 

magnetic 

ANODE 

-               + 
ARC SUPPLY 

HOT CATHODE 

Heated by AC supply - CW 

L

B

+             - 

Courtesy R. Scrivens 



http://cern60.web.cern.ch/fr/exhibitions/duoplasmatron



Cern Control Center: first LHC day



How to get antiprotons 

p + p p + p + p + pStarting from high energy p	

and with a very low efficiency

p

1013 p to have about 107 antiprotons



How an accelerator works ?

Magnetic field confines 
particles  

on a given trajectory 

Electric field  
accelerates particles

Particles of  
different energy  

(speed) behave differently 

F (t) = q
!

E(t) + v(t) ⊗ B(t)
"

Goal: keep enough CHARGED particles 
confined in a well defined volume to 
accelerate them for a sufficiently long time 
(ms - hours) 	


How ? Lorentz Force!

An accelerator is formed by a sequence  
(called lattice) of:	


a) Magnets → Magnetic Field	


b) Accelerating Cavity → Electric Field
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Cyclotron

Invented by Lawrence, got the Noble prize in 1939

Main limitations:  
1) not working for relativistic particles, 
either high energy or electrons	

2) B field at large radius not vertical

Particle source located in a vertical B field 
near the center of the ring 

Electrical (E) RF field generated between 
two gaps with a fixed frequency  

Particles spiral while accelerated by E field  
every time they go through the gap 
 

Ep =
1

2

e2

m0

BR2

max

Max energy for protons: 20 MeV	

 

www.physics.rutgers.edu/ cyclotron/

B2
E



Cyclotron in few formulas

�F = q( �E + �v ⇥ �B)

� =
v

r
=

qB

m

B

B

Vertical B!
No E

centrifugal forceFc = m
v2

r

FL = q v B

FL = Fc
revolution 
period

Revolution period independent of the radius!
Particle always synchronous with RF!
R increases with v for a fixed B



The first cyclotron and the Berkeley one 

Ernest O. Lawrence in 1930 The first cyclotron with a diameter of 5 inches

E.O. Lawrence’s idea of using voltages oscillating at radio frequency (RF) to 

accelerate charged particles in a circular machine was triggered by Rolf Wideroe’s 

paper that he came across in the Berkeley University library in 1929.

[Ref.]: Photography gallery of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,

http://cso.lbl.gov/photo/gallery/

The 184 inch cyclotron built at Univ. of California, Berkeley

llery of Lawrence Berkeley Natio[Ref.]: Photography Ga nal Laboratory,

http://cso.lbl.gov/photo/gallery/



Cyclotron application: cancer therapy



https://kce.fgov.be/publication/report/hadron-therapy-in-children-–-an-update-of-the-scientific-evidence-for-15-paediatr#.VehXyIuNeDs

Cyclotron application: cancer therapy,  
photons vs protons

https://kce.fgov.be/publication/report/hadron-therapy-in-children-%E2%80%93-an-update-of-the-scientific-evidence-for-15-paediatr#.VehXyIuNeDs


TRIUMF cyclotron  - 520 MeV
Used for rare isotope acceleration



Synchrocyclotron

Synchrocyclotrons have a constant magnetic field with geometry similar to 
the uniform-field cyclotron. The main difference is that the rf frequency is 
varied to maintain particle synchronization into the relativistic regime.

Cyclotrons and Synchrotrons

524

qBo/mi, (14.42)

B(R) (R)mi /q, (15.43)

The AVF cyclotron has fixed magnetic field and rf frequency; it generates a continuous-beam
pulse train. Compensation for relativistic mass increase is accomplished by a magnetic field that
increases with radius. The vertical defocusing of the negative field index is overcome by the
focusing methods described in Section 15.3.
We begin by calculating the radial field variations of the -averaged vertical field necessary for

synchronization. The quantity B(R) is the averaged field around a circle of radius R and Bo is the
field at the center of the machine. Assume that flutter is small, so that particle orbits approximate
circles of radius R, and let B(R) represent the average bending field at R. Near the origin (R = 0),
the AVF cyclotron has the same characteristics as a uniform field cyclotron; therefore, the rf
frequency is

where mi is the rest energy of the ion. Synchronization with the fixed frequency at all radii implies
that

or



Betatron (invented by Wideroe in 1923)

Main limitation:  
1) iron saturation

Kerst built the first one in 1940 for electrons up to 2.3 MeV	

Betatron transverse oscillations first introduced in 1941	


Betatron named for beta rays, namely electrons 

Accelerating field generated by 
the variation in time of the 
magnetic flux  which couples 
with the “current” flowing in 
the vacuum chamber,  the beam, 
to accelerate.  

eEϕ =
e

c
R

dB (R)

dt
Large betatron built:	


R = 1.23 m	

!
Bmax= 8.1 kG 	

!
pmax= 300 MeV/c	

 



Betatron in few formulas

I
⇥E ds = � d

dt
�

� =

Z

A

⇥B ds

Ampere’s law

Magnetic flux  
with A surface

E = � 1

2� r

d

dt
⇥ =

1

2� r
� r2

d

dt
B = �r

2

d

dt
B



Betatron

Betatron used for xray generationBetatron from wikipedia



Synchrotron (1952, 3 GeV, BNL)
New concept of circular accelerator. The magnetic field of the bending magnet varies with time.  

 As particles accelerate, the B field is increased proportionally.  
The frequency of the accelerating cavity, used to accelerate the particles, has also to change.

Bρ =

p

e
Particle rigidity:

B = B(t) magnetic field from the	

        bending magnets	


!
!
p = p(t) particle momentum varies	


       by the RF cavity	

!
!

e          electric charge	

!
!
ρ         constant radius of curvature	


!
Bending strength limited by used technology  
to max ~ 1 T for room temperature conductors



Typical LHC Operational cycleOperational cycle
Beam dump

Ramp down/precycle

Injection

Ramp

Squeeze

Collide

Stable beams

Ramp down 35 mins

Injection ~30 mins

Ramp 12 mins

Squeeze 15 mins

Collide 5 mins

Stable beams 0 B 30 hours

Turn around 2 to 3 hours on a good day

19



Two-in-one magnet design

Nb -Ti  
superconducting cable  
in a Cu matrix

The LHC is one ring  
where two accelerators  
are coupled by the  
magnetic elements.



Pressure on conductors ~ 110 MPa

About same pressure 
at the bottom of  
Mariana trench:	


11 000 m of water



Quadrupoles are also two-in one

At 7 TeV:	

!
Imax = 11850 A   
Field=225 T/m 	

!
Weight = 6.5 Tons	

Length =3.1 m 	


0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300

ROXIE9.0BEMFEM *

05/05/08   19:51MQ yoke LHCMQ_M_00040B collar LHCMQ_C_00040C





Summary: an accelerator that you know very well

From Wikipedia

1. Three Electron guns (for red, green, and blue phosphor dots)!
2. Electron beams!
3. Focusing coils!
4. Deflection coils!
5. Anode connection!
6. Mask for separating beams for red, green, and blue part of displayed image!
7. Phosphor layer with red, green, and blue zones!
8. Close-up of the phosphor-coated inner side of the screen



Real beam images
major problems were evident, and the measurement 

technique was demonstrated to work well. 

Table 2: Measured apertures (nominal sigma) in the 

horizontal plane for the beam 1 dump system. The 

measurement error is 1-2 sigma. 

Meas. Phase 

[deg] 

+ve 

Limit   Location 

-ve 

Limit   Location 

0 12.5 Q4 6.5 TCDS 

30 13.5 Q4 6.5 TCDS 

60 13.5 TCDS n/a n/a 

90 7.5 TCDS 13.5 MSDC 

Beam dump diagnostics 

The beam dump diagnostics system is reported in detail 

in [6]. The automatic analysis for MKD and MKB kickers 

produced good results, including the finding of some 

disconnected trigger cables which led to a repair and an 

update in the procedure for maintenance. The analysis of 

BI systems started with beam, which was mainly the 

BTVDD screen. The analysis results and references agree 

well, for example Fig. 6 taken with uncaptured beam, 

which shows that the MSD, MKD and MKB strengths are 

all correct, with the sweep well-centred.  

Figure 6: Comparison between analysed extraction sweep 

(red and blue) and simulated sweep (green) on BTVDD. 

Beam instrumentation 

The dedicated instrumentation for the beam dump 

system worked extremely well, with loss monitors, BTV 

screens and BPMs all available immediately. All data was 

stored and available for analysis in the logging system. 

Loss monitor sensitivity was good enough to allow 

accurate aperture measurements, and the screen profiles 

proved invaluable for the initial steering of the dump lines 

and debugging of the strength problem with the MSD. 

The large BTVDD screen in particular provided a wealth 

of data for the post operation diagnostic checks, Fig. 7. 

Figure 7: Various beam sweeps and sizes on the BTVDD. 

CONCLUSION 

The LHC beam dump system for both rings was 

successfully commissioned with pilot beam, during the 

injection tests and the short period of ring operation in 

2008. The system has so far performed as expected, with 

the few tests performed in the limited time available. 

Only a small subset of the planned measurements could 

be carried out, enough to demonstrate the correct 

functioning of the main components and of the system as 

a whole. The main challenges for 2009-2010 will be 

increasing intensity and energy, abort gap cleaning and 

setting up of protection devices. The tools, techniques and 

teams deployed in 2008 performed well, and only minor 

improvements of diagnostic and analysis tools are needed. 
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CERN accelerator complex overview

26 - 450 GeV/c 

C ~ 6 km

450 GeV/c – 7 TeV/c 

C ~ 27 km

50 MeV – 1.4 GeV 

C ~ 157 m

Chain/sequence of 
accelerators

1.4 GeV – 26 GeV/c 

C ~ 630 m

Questions: 

- why so many accelerators and  
not just the LHC? 

- why rings of increasing 
circumference? 

- why rings and linear accelerators? 

- how particles go from one  
 machine to the other?



CNGS, conventional neutrino beam
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CNGS looks for ντ appearance in a beam of νμ!
The beam is sent from the SPS at 400 GeV/c on the C target. It is “only” a 450 kW beam



CNGS target station
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Highly radioactive area. !
!
Everything has to be built to be remotely handled!
!
For CNGS, 5 target in situ. One is used, the other!
four in case of failure. So far... no failures....



CNGS horn
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The future (personal view, pretty long term...)

• Laser plasma acceleration : some GeVs per meter ....

... that’s not for tomorrow... yet… thanks for you attention

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlNxgmPVF6U

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlNxgmPVF6U

